
SUN-ENERGIZED MOON-GOONS 
16 January 2013 – 2 Sh'vat 5773 

Supreme Court Justices 

 
 Sun-Energized Moon-Goons are made in the exact order of BODY OF LIGHT made 

out of Dark Matter and Dark Energies first, SUN ENERGIES second, MOON ENERGIES third.  

Make the BODY OF LIGHT out of Dark Matter and Dark Energy, NOT out of yourself! 

 A Sun-Energized Moon-Goon can be left in the Moon and when recharged with the 

same procedure from time to time – as needed – can be Spirit Duplicated by simply taking or 

commanding a full and energized copy as often as you need.  Each copy is endowed exactly as 

the original.  They are one-track, one-item, entities.  Write down the specifics for each, name or 

number them, as these things have a habit of attaching themselves to their creators – YOU! 

When the assignment is over they RETURN to YOU.  To dispose of them, simply return them to 

the Moon, expand them as you did when you created it, and put the remaining energies back into 

the Moon.  Simple as that.  Make that determination to do this at the outset.  We'll demonstrate 

the procedure as we proceed. 

Sun-Energized Moon-Goons can be layered.  Ordinary Moon-Goons cannot.  That said, Sun-

Energized Moon-Goons cannot be layered to accomplish anything other than the intent of their 

original purpose.  They are one-track, one-item, entities just like all other Moon-Goons.  The 

target cannot continue without those energies, forces and powers your Moon Goon is going to 

remove.  The better you have programmed your Moon-Goon One the sooner the target will die. 

They can be layered to become more powerful; and THAT is exactly what we are going to do 

again.  Those who missed last night's session at layering Moon-Goon One need to catch up, and 

we're going to do that too. 

 We've already had some DIRECT HITS and HANDPRINTS from our previous 

Invocations and the use of Sun-Energized Moon-Goons is going to deliver layer upon layer of 

hell, death, deprivation and destruction upon the Targets BEFORE they can deliver the same 

thing upon us.  Each time we layer a Sun-Energized Moon-Goon it has more power, usually 

better than doubling with each layer.  But each layer makes them more difficult to control; so 

don't get stupid and make a monster that will certainly turn on you. 

 

Firing Officer: 

 

 Guests, please remain in attendance and join us where you can. 

 Intruders and One World Government monitors BEWARE, your Eternal Soul is hereby 

condemned and without appeal except to the Supreme Lord of all High Lords El Aku ALIHA 

ASUR HIGH, He That is Called by The Name of God. 

 

 YESHAMA DELIAH!  (yeh-sha-ma de-lie-ah – On my/our Authority) 

 ASUM DE AL HMONGA! (as-um de al who-Mon-Ga – All energies hear me/us) 

 

 Akurians, make a BODY OF LIGHT out of the Dark Matter and Dark Energies of 

Creation and separate it from yourself. 

 Akurians, now charge your BODY OF LIGHT out of the Dark Matter and Dark 

Energies of Creation, … AKASHA … AIR … FIRE … WATER … EARTH … and Charge 

it: 
 

 Akurians, repeat after me: 

 



 "BODY OF LIGHT you are now a Spirit of a Vile, a Spirit of Destruction, a Spirit of 

Damnation, the essence of filth, failure, poverty, degeneracy, deprivation, death and 

destruction; the Eternal Enemy of Continuance.  Wheresoever you exist shall experience 

only thoughts and activity that they immediately destroy themselves." 

 

 Send your BODY OF LIGHT into the center of the Sun, expand it to 800,000 miles in 

diameter, and charge it with all Sun energies including as much Black Fire as possible. 

 With your BODY OF LIGHT still in the Sun, DISCERN THE MOON to locate it from 

wherever it is from wherever you are.  Its location, nothing more. 

 Now send your BODY OF LIGHT to the Moon and compress it lengthwise locating its 

head at the northern pole, its feet at the southern pole.  You want the polar energies to come IN 

through the head and OUT through the feet of your BODY OF LIGHT.  Charge your BODY 

OF LIGHT with the polar-axis energies of the Moon, test it by trying to make your BODY OF 

LIGHT spin on that axis either direction and can't do it! 

 Expand your BODY OF LIGHT and fill the entire Moon.  Absorb all the Moon energies 

your BODY OF LIGHT can hold.  Your BODY OF LIGHT should be the same size as the 

Moon; no larger, no smaller, and you have made a Sun-Energized Moon-Goon.  Pay close 

attention here, a Sun-Energized Moon-Goon is a lot harder to control. 

 WARNING:  NEVER put a BELLY BALL of any description into a Sun-Energized 

Moon-Goon.  NEVER! 

 

 Akurians, again name your Sun-Energized Moon-Goon "Moon-Goon One" before you 

endow it with any endeavor. 

 Akurians, again endow Moon-Goon One with absorption of all life energies, forces, 

powers, sucking them back to the Moon.  Its sole and exclusive capability is to remove all life 

energies, forces and powers – which includes common sense and intelligence – out of the target 

to the Moon where they will disburse, destroying the target. 

 

 Endow your Moon-Goon One - repeat with me: 

 "Moon-Goon One, Moon-Goon One:  Be now and forever of greater strength and 

power, the greatest danger and destroyer; remove all energies, forces and powers of both 

the innate and life of the designated target to the Moon that the designated target live not 

and die immediately." 
 

 Now for Stage Two: 

 Here's the process to CALL A COPY of Moon-Goon One without reducing any powers 

or capabilities whatsoever regardless of how many layers of strengthening you've put in it.  Done 

properly there isn't any limit to how many Sun-Energized Moon-Goons you can make layers of 

the same determination you can put into them, nor how many copies you can pull from them. 

 

 "Moon-Goon One, Moon-Goon One:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-

Goon One, I send you now into FILL IN THE BLANK as the greatest of dangers and 

destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon 

that they live not and die immediately." 

 Now, AS A TEAM, let's have some fun and stick a few well-made Sun-Energized 

Moon-Goons into some very deserving bastards. 

 

[Sample to use – Five Moon-Goons have already be created.] 

 " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four 

and Five :  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and 



Five,  I send you now into _________________________ as the greatest of dangers and 

destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon 

that he live not and die immediately." 

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
            Sonia Sotomayor "Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five , Moon-Goon One, 

Two, Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, 

Three, Four and Five, I send you now into Sonia Sotomayor as the greatest of dangers and 

destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon 

that he live not and die immediately." 

  

  

            Stephen Breyer " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon One, 

Two, Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, 

Three, Four and Five, I send you now into Stephen Breyer as the greatest of dangers and 

destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon 

that he live not and die immediately." 

  

  

            Samuel Alito " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon One, 

Two, Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, 

Three, Four and Five, I send you now into Samuel Alito as the greatest of dangers and 

destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon 

that he live not and die immediately." 
  
  

            Elena Kagan " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon One, 

Two, Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, 

Three, Four and Five, I send you now into Elena Kagan as the greatest of dangers and 

destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon 

that he live not and die immediately." 

  

  

            Clarence Thomas " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon One, 

Two, Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, 

Three, Four and Five, I send you now into Clarence Thomas as the greatest of dangers and 

destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon 

that she live not and die immediately." 

  

  

            Anthonin Scalia " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon One, 

Two, Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, 

Three, Four and Five, I send you now into Antonin Scalia As the greatest of dangers and 

destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon 

that he live not and die immediately." 

  

  

            Anthony Kennedy " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon 

One, Two, Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, 



Two, Three, Four and Five, I send you now into Anthony Kennedy as the greatest of 

dangers and destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life 

to the Moon that she live not and die immediately." 

  

  
            Ruth Bader Ginsburg " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon 

One, Two, Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, 

Two, Three, Four and Five, I send you now into Ruth Bader Ginsbury as the greatest of 

dangers and destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life 

to the Moon that he live not and die immediately." 

  

  
            John Roberts " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon One, 

Two, Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, 

Three, Four and Five, I send you now into John Roberts as the greatest of dangers and 

destroyers; remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon 

that she live not and die immediately." 

  

  
            Yaweh. " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon One, Two, 

Three, Four and Five:  You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, 

Four and Five, I send you now into Yaweh As the greatest of dangers and destroyers; 

remove all energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon that he live 

not and die immediately." 

  

  

 

            Anu " Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four and Five, Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, 

Four and Five:   You are now a duplicate of yourself, Moon-Goon One, Two, Three, Four 

and Five, I send you now into Anu as the greatest of dangers and destroyers; remove all 

energies, forces and powers of both the innate and life to the Moon that she live not and die 

immediately." 

  

  
  

  
            VOAN KESLATA, PZNION BHSAT! (vone  kes-la-at  piz-now-on  beh-shat – As it is 

spoken, so it is done) 
  
            You have already disconnected yourself from your Moon-Goons, so all you have to do 

now is return to your own body.  Clean and recharge yourself with a Sun Link if necessary. 
 


